Remember, in place of old phonelines, your alarm system uses cellular technology, too. And now, that needs an upgrade.

Your security system reports alarms via the cell network to get you the help you need in an emergency, break-in or fire. But, due to recent phone company network changeovers and sunsets, it needs upgrading now – to ensure it keeps on working reliably and doing its important job for you & your family.

DON’T LET YOUR ALARM SYSTEM GO OFFLINE
No, you don’t need a whole new alarm system, just a no-fuss, no-mess communicator update to keep it working with today’s cell networks, to ensure it keeps reporting alarms & sending for help.

As with all cell upgrades, you can also get a bunch of hot new features

Want cellphone-control of your system? How about having your alarm system send you notifications, alerting you to a delivery, the kids arriving home, or the garage door that’s still open? Or, get videos, if there’s an alarm, or activity at the pool or gate, right on your own cell phone too. Ask us for more.
Today, cellphones are really a necessity for everything… including your alarm system. Calls, texts, emails & apps, all create huge cell-network demands. To keep up, phone companies continue to change technologies & towers, obsoleting the old to make room for the new. It’s called sunsetting.

When a cellular network is sunned, devices can become slow to work, or suddenly won’t work at all - including not sending alarms.

Sometimes the need to upgrade your cell devices can be pretty obvious.

Don’t risk a failure to communicate in an emergency.

Update any alarm system with StarLink Communications by Napco, a leader in security system technology.

Simply ask our security professional today.
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